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Pitney Bowes – History, Past & Present



Introduction

Do you remember the first hugely-successful, much-talked-about mobile
phenomenon?

It really understood what mobile users wanted, and was the first mobile game to truly
hit the mainstream.

The first mobile game that hit one billion mobile downloads.

Rovio’s ‘Angry Birds’ …

One of the most successful games in the mobile history, it took the mobile gaming
industry by storm when released in 2009.



Why Now …

'Angry Birds 2' was released earlier this year (30th July 2015), and is very important to
Rovio's future since its other franchise divisions (such as Plush Toys, and Theme
Parks) haven't performed well.

With Angry Birds movie releasing in summer of 2016, the company is really hoping to
strike big, and repeat its earlier success.

Since the release seems so important for Rovio, we will look back to reflect how a
simple game catapulted Rovio, a small gaming company into big league, and what
design and content principles we can learn from the hugely successful game, to
make Mobile Instruction, more effective.



The ‘Angry’ World – Stick to Basics

• Simple, intuitive and easy to play.

• Accessible from most mobile devices, no complex technology setup required,
functions fine on most screen resolutions.

• No complex controls; three actions Touch, Drag and Release are used to play.

• Do not require a manual or how-to-play document; just have a look at the screen,
and almost everyone can play.



The Learning World …



Easy & Challenging – A Perfect Squish-Squash

• Do not follow a steep learning (each subsequent task is difficult from the preceding
task) curve.
A healthy mix of ‘easy-difficult-easy-difficult’ tasks.

• Keeps the player involved since a skill learnt at clearing a level can be useful in
clearing the subsequent level(s).

• Keeps the player curiosity alive and instils a sense of confidence about the skills
learned while clearing levels.



The Learning World …

No structure …



Error Detection – ‘Trial & Error’

• The game uses the most basic form of learning; ‘trial & error’.

• You learn on the way of making mistakes how not to repeat them. There is no
pressure of not being able to complete a level other than the irritating sound of
pigs. One can simply try again and again until one completes a level.



The Learning World …



Success – The ‘YOU’ Factor

• One thing which makes Angry Birds so irresistible is that there is no right or wrong
way of playing it. Everyone sketches his own learning curve, at his own pace. Just
Play and Figure Out.



Response Time – Smart, Really Smart

• In Angry Birds, the fast is not always the best approach.

• The time between the launch of the bird till it hits target is not the fastest (by
default), the structures takes long to crumble, the birds and pigs take long time to
expire.

• All this is a part of intelligently utilized response time. The response time provides
a break from the action to let gamer relax before the next round.
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